White Paper
BSC Address: 0x78b414E0fBCB6F34eBb1Cf115cfC6C58AC5D3e4a
Symbol: BRO
Decimal: 9
Being prosperous is everyone's right. Opportunities are very open, it's
up to us to dare or not to take these opportunities. The crypto world
has made many people successful, but many have been deceived and
taken advantage of.
BRO is a hyper-deflationary token with rewards and auto buyback &
burn mechanism. It is a symbol of the brotherhood of brave souls that
provide a great opportunity to success without fear of being cheated
and taken advantage of. Launched in January 15th, 2022 by a
BraveHeart Team.
What will make BRO skyrocket?
1. Unique Tokenomic
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2. Verified Smart Contract, Locked LP and Project
Trust is the biggest investment. Holding it is an obligation. For that
reason LP has been locked in Mudra. The smart contract has been
verified on bscscan.com and locked. So no back door for the dev
to run away.
3. Profitable Taxation for Holders
6% Reward
2% Buyback & Burn
2% LP & Marketing
4. Anti Whale Mecanism
The unique smart contract contains a price impact mechanism that
will prevent whales from buying or selling in bulk in an instant to
play the price. Buying or selling BROs in small increments will keep
the chart going up consistently. This will increase the price and
keep the chart healthy.
5. Abundant Rewards
Every BRO holder without a minimum balance will get a BRO
reward of 6% for every buying and selling transaction that occurs.
This reflection goes directly into the wallet automatically without
having to be claimed.
6. Periodic Manual Burning
The team will burn BRO supply periodically according to the road
map until only 20% of the total BRO supply is left in the end. Those
burn are from purchases made by the dev wallet, not transferred
free of charge from the wallet owner. This will increase the price
significantly in the future.
7. A BraveHeart Team
Our team is willing to stay up late and sleep deprived to ensure the
project makes it to the moon.
*Disclaimer:
This is not financial advice. Use wise judgment in investing.
Always DYOR before deciding.
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Add BRO to Your Wallet
Address BSC (BEP20):
0x78b414E0fBCB6F34eBb1Cf115cfC6C58AC5D3e4a
Symbols: BRO
Decimal: 9
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BRO on Pancakeswap V2
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Add BRO to your wallet (TrustWallet/Metamask)
Open Pancakeswap V2
Swap BNB to BRO
Use a small amount to avoid a high price impact mechanism.
For example 0.01 – 0.02 BNB in one transaction.
5. Use 10 – 12% slippage
6. Network fees are around 0,0011 – 0,0016 BNB
7. Follow BRO's social media to find out how to swap with a little slippage

https://www.mybro.info

@BRO_BraveHeart

t. me/BRO_BraveHeart

